Nobel Prizes in Physiology or Medicine with an Emphasis on Bacteriology
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ABSTRACT

Background: Knowledge is an ocean without bound or shore, the seeker of knowledge is (like) the diver in those seas. Even if his life is a thousand years, he will never stop searching. This is the result of reflection in the book of development. Human beings are free and, to some extent, have the right to choose, on the other hand, they are spiritually oriented and innovative, and for this reason, the new discovery and creativity are felt. This characteristic, which is in the nature of human beings, can be a motive for the revision of life and its tools and products. It has made life, an effort to change the status quo so that it can be employing and utilizing intelligence, wisdom, deception, beauty, and choice. So, innovation, advancement, while discovering and identifying pathogenic bacteria and ways to control them, is very amazing. The era of bacterial infections can be divided into three periods; the era of the discovery, use of antibiotics and the era of the emergence of antibiotic resistance, which seems to be it is in the transition from the second to the third period.

Conclusion: So far, there are nine microbiologists that have been awarded the Nobel Prize in the field of medical Bacteriology. Therefore it is the time to identify bacterial products and their partial functions to use in a variety of areas, especially in controlling new and/or emerging infectious diseases and provide a fairly comfortable future for our next generations.
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Introduction

Human is associated, from the breath to the digestion of food, with many types of bacteria. It's even interesting to know that for each bodily cell we have ten bacteria in our body. In fact, if we count the number, most of our body is made up of bacteria, not body cells. For thousands of years, humans have noticed the importance of bacteria in their lives. But in the last decades, we have precisely identified these ancient associates and investigated their mechanism (1). Over the past hundred years, our predecessors have provided many of their foods, such as bread, dairy and etc, by using bacteria, but no idea what the bacteria is (2).

Scientists believe that the behavioral and genetic similarities between human cells, animals, plants, and bacteria are not accidental, and these specialized cell subsets the generations of the remaining bacteria that are joined together in an integrated manner (2). To understand the efforts of researchers, those involved in the field, as well as the importance of human needs, wise people should be proud of living with bacteria and beware of their undesirable effects (3, 4).

All over the planet are involved by Bacteria, and if not, human beings could not breathe easily today. Therefore, while studying bioavailability, we must take into account the essential role of bacteria in transforming the earth into a habitable planet. Now that you read this article, millions of bacteria on/in your body are busy and active. Bacteria play an effective role in some of our body activities and we must appreciate them (5). All living beings, including humans, owe their lives to the existence of their cells. These cells form the primary units of life, and the findings of scientists suggest that the relationship between bacteria and other creatures occurred about 2 billion years ago (6). Though non-scientific characters such as actors and football players are at the center of the view, the scientific community has relatively respectable the great inventors and discoverers. This is also an impressive price, like Oskar, at a breakthrough price; The Nobel Price. Of course, nobody can win the Nobel Prize. However, it is something that all scientists think about (6, 7).

We have a large number of great microbiologists who have changed our lives. Medical scientists have made many efforts, discoveries, and inventions that make us alive and in good health (8). One of the great related scientists is the Louis Pasteur, The Father of Microbiology, who made a huge contribution to technology and medicine. He was a scientist who studied the fermentation of food elements which led to the discovery of microbes. He also made a presentation on the emergence of life and published a theory called the "Germ theory" (9). He developed a complex process for the sanitization of milk from probable germs which is known as "pasteurization". In addition, Pasteur was the first scientist who explored rabies and anthrax vaccines as well as the treatment of puerperal sepsis (10).

Another great and genius scientist who won the Nobel Prize of 1908, was Paul Ehrlich. Pasteur’s Life and work can be divided into three extraordinarily high-level works. His first work was to color the tissues, then, his activity for the advancement of immunology and eventually, the treatment of infectious diseases using chemical compounds. Paul Ehrlich could be a man whose success was based on his great interest in scientific activity. He is called the father of chemotherapy (11, 12).

The Nobel Prize

The first and best-known scientific prize is the Nobel Prize (13, 14), named after Alfred Bernard Noble, which is awarded in four disciplines to the finest scholars in physics, chemistry, physiology or medicine, and economic and two non-scientific disciplines of literature and peace worldwide. It is the most prestigious award is given to a scientist...
in the field of sciences (15). In the year 1895, one year before his death, Alfred Nobel, inventor of dynamite, in order to compensate the unsustainable uses of his invention, devoted almost all his fortune to the foundation a prize to promote the scientific humanitarian efforts. The award includes a gold medal, a diploma of honor and some cash per discipline, a total of nearly US$ 1.2 million, which is often awarded to scholars to fund continuous research. The nomination and winning bidding process have been long and scrupulous, and this has led the Nobel Prize award being superior to other awards (16).

Selection of candidates

Depends on the profits of the Nobel Foundation the Nobel Prize will be awarded to the winners. It seems that there is no systematize instruction for selecting the best candidate, and as a result, according to the precise decision of the related committee, the prize is dedicated to the most important and most outstanding work. The members of this committee are appointed by the Nobel Institute in Karolinska Stockholm, with 50 members. Of course, if they are chosen in a discipline of two, this award is usually divided equally between them. If more than two persons (but not more than three) are selected in a discipline, the selection committee award it to three (7). Therefore, the Nobel Prize in Physiology or Medicine, yearly awarded by the Nobel Foundation for outstanding discoveries in the biological and medical sciences beneficial to humans - only to an individual or individuals who have a key role in the most important initiatives, creativity, and innovation on the field of Physiology or Medicine. This is one of the five Nobel Prizes presented by the Nobel Assembly at the Karolinska Institute of Stockholm, Sweden (17, 18). It should be recalled that candidates for the award of the Nobel Prize in medical science or physiology based on a specific mechanism are selected by the Nobel Foundation, and no one can nominate himself as a candidate for this award outside the specified framework (19) (https://www.nobelprize.org/prizes).

Alfred Nobel was keen on medical research. This scientific field, medical sciences or physiology, was the third favorite Nobel interest in which he was awarded a prize in his will. In 1890 he met a Swedish physician, Johan Erik Johansson, and signed a short time contract, at his Laboratory in the Sevran region of France, with him. Because of the limitation in a number of Nobel awards, many of Excellent and outstanding scientists are not able to receive it, but there is no doubt, they have been changing our medical status through their creativity and discoveries (6). Over the past years, tremendous advances made in microbiology from disease-specific discoveries to fundamental insights, demand more efforts in medical sciences and there are lots of unproven facts to discover (20).

Main point

Related articles were found by searching Google, Google Scholar and PubMed databases using the keywords; Nobel Prize, Medicine, Bacteriology and the name of each Bacteriologist winner separately. The present study attempted to answer the following questions: what is the Nobel Prize? What is the brief history of the laureates? How did they deserve to achieve the prize? How to be successful to get Medical Bacteriology prize? Here, we focus on the bacteriologists who have received the Nobel Prize for Physiology and Medicine so far (Table 1).

Nobel Prize winners in the field of medical bacteriology until 2018

The Nobel Prize in Physiology or Medicine 1901 was awarded to Emil Adolf von Behring (1854-1917) for his work on serum therapy, especially its application against diphtheria, by
which he has opened a new route in the domain of medical science and thereby placed in the hands of the physician a victorious weapon against illness and deaths (21).

In 1878, at the end of primary education, he arrived and studied at the "Friedrich Wilhelm" University and succeeded in obtaining a doctoral degree in medicine. Then he worked as an assistant surgeon in the army. Since 1888, he has been teaching at the Army Medical School and was hired next year at the Institute of Controversial Medicine. Dr. Koch's students discovered microbes that were the cause of the disease, but Behring was thinking about the destruction of microbes and the result of his study was raised in an article "Infection and Antimicrobial in the theory and practice". In 1890, he concluded that if the blood of a tetanized animal transmitted to a non-tetanized animal, it would be immune to tetanus, thus making tetanus vaccine (22). The same procedure was applied by Dr. Behring. Finally, he and the Hoechst company commercialized the antidote in 1892 (23-25). The feature of this serum was not only immunity but also had a protective effect and thus, it was the start of the serum therapy (26).

The Nobel Prize in Physiology or Medicine 1905 presented to Robert Heinrich Hermann Koch (1843-1910) for his investigations and discoveries in relation to tuberculosis. He was a famous German physician and microbiologist and is known as the father of microbiology. Koch was able to detect bacterial infectious diseases particularly tuberculosis, cholera, and anthrax. By studying human specimens, the great scientist discovered the causes of infectious diseases. Robert Koch developed and improved the technologies and techniques of studying microbes, and discovered a lot of public health issues. One of the most prominent results of his research is known as Koch postulate (27). These indicators link specific microorganism to a specific disease and are now used as microbiological golden rules (28). For the first time, he used an Agar to solidify the culture media.

Robert Koch was elected to the Royal Society of England in 1897. This association donates the peer-reviewed title to individuals who have significant discoveries in various fields, including mathematics, natural sciences, engineering sciences, as well as medicine. Koch received the Nobel Prize in Medicine in 1905 for discovering TB and Robert Koch's Institute took his name in honor of him (2).

In 1928, Charles Jules Henri Nicolle (1866-1936) granted the Nobel Prize in Physiology or Medicine for his work on typhus. In 1906 he and his colleagues began their first studies in typhus disease and discovered the causative relationship between louse (Pediculus humanis corporis) as a vector and the bacterial agent of typhus disease, a disease in which the small bacteria being seen in the cells of the patients. The infectious agent of typhus is a small bacterium and intracellular parasite. Their appearance is rod or spherical. From 1903 to his death in 1936, he was a director of the Pasteur Institute in Tunisia (29-32). Nicolle made a great contribution to the twentieth century's events (33) (Charles Nicolle – Nobel Lecture. NobelPrize.org. Nobel Media AB 2018).

The Nobel Prize in Physiology or Medicine 1945 allocated to Sir Alexander Fleming (1881–1955) for the discovery of penicillin and its curative effect in various infectious diseases. For years penicillin saved the lives of millions of people by diminishing the risk of death and infectious diseases. Fleming was a genius student at St Mary's Medical College and expanded his studies on many related bacteriologic works such as anatomy, pathology, and pharmacology until finally discovered penicillin in 1928 (34, 35).

After receiving Doctoral degree at St. Mary's Hospital, Fleming joined Edward Wright's students at Sir Allmut, with the disparity of taste he had worked with for 40 years (36). Fleming was very interested in microbiology. After graduation, he studied immunology and
immunity. Fleming began his research on Staphylococcus aureus and tested different culture media for the growth of this microbe (23). Fleming isolated a mold which was called Penicillium. By now, penicillin (one of the products of Penicillium) is produced by various species of Penicillium and Aspergillus. During the first international war, Fleming joined the medical unit of the British Army as a rank-and-file lieutenant and began to work at the Wounded War Research Laboratory. In a simple but clever way, it showed the inability of chemical antiseptics to disinfect deep wounds. In 1945, Fleming received the Nobel Prize in medical sciences, 33% in conjunction with Ernest Chain and Howard Florey for the discovery of penicillin (37, 38).

The Nobel Prize in Physiology or Medicine 1945 awarded to Ernest Boris Chain (1906 - 1979), for the discovery of penicillin and its curative effect in various infectious diseases. He was a German-born British biochemist. He was isolated and purified penicillin which was the first clinical antibiotic. Penicillin, “an antibiotic revolution”, was used by the general public in 1941 (13, 39-41). It seems that the discovery and application of penicillin are as great as the discovery of germs by Pasteur. It should be mentioned that Fleming obtained the prize for the discovery of the bactericidal effect of Penicillin, but Chain and Florey for the isolation and preparation of it as a drug (41).

It was said before that, Sir Howard Walter Florey) 1898-1968), awarded for the discovery of penicillin and its curative effect in various infectious diseases. The outstanding Australian scientist Florey was born in 1898 in Adelaide, Australia. Howard was among the youngest of his seven siblings. He first went to St. Peters College and during the years 1917 to 1921 attended the University of Adelaide in pharmacology. Then he went to England to continue his education and was able to win a scholarship from the University of Cambridge. In 1926 he received his doctorate in the University of Cambridge. After that, he went to the University of Sheffield, where he taught pathology and later moved to Oxford University in 1935, and along with teaching pathology with Boris Ernst Chain led a research team for working on the mass production of penicillin (13, 42).

Selman Abraham Waksman (1888-1973) An American biologist, Ukrainian descent, won the Nobel Prize in Physiology or Medicine of 1952 for streptomycin discovery, the first effective antibiotic against tuberculosis. The term

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nobel Prize</th>
<th>Number of Prizes</th>
<th>Number of Laureates</th>
<th>Awarded to one Laureate</th>
<th>Shared by two Laureates</th>
<th>Shared by three Laureates</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Physiology &amp; Medicine</td>
<td>109</td>
<td>216</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Field of Bacteriology</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. List of the Nobel Prizes on the Physiology and Medicine Between 1901 and 2018.
"antibiotic" was used to refer to an antibacterial chemical substance derived from microorganisms. Streptomycin which is derived from Streptomyces is used to treating brucellosis and plague. Waksman isolated many new antibiotics including streptomycin and neomycin. These drugs were widely used to treat various diseases in plants, animals, and humans. In some period, excessive use of antibiotics and the production of new antibacterials have led to the development of new species of bacteria (13, 43, 44).

The Nobel Prize winner in Physiology or Medicine 2005 awarded to Barry James Marshall and J. Robin Warren for the discovery of Helicobacter pylori, a bacterium, and its role in gastritis and peptic ulcer. Marshall was born in 1951 in Kalgoorlie, Western Australia. In 1984, he called this agent Campylobacter pylorus, but the organism differed from the Campylobacter. For this reason in 1989, Goodwin and his colleagues created a new genus called Helicobacter (45-47).

Up to now, more than 12 species of Helicobacter have been found to be of human origin, not all of which are paramount importance. H.pylori is a spiral bacterium that researchers believe gastrointestinal ulcers are caused by its function, associated with the toxin. Contamination of this bacterium in Canada and the United States is more than elsewhere in the world. Statistical studies have shown that about 25% of people under 40 years of age and half of those over 50 years of age have been infected with this bacterium (48-50).

The Nobel Prize winner in Physiology or Medicine 2005, James Robin Warren was born in 1937 in North Adelaide, South Australia. He and Barry J. Marshall allocated the prize as mentioned before. From its introduction to the world, many advances have been made in discovering the pathogenicity of Helicobacter. Every day, there is a new window opening on the role of this microbe in the development of various types of gastrointestinal lesions and even gastrointestinal diseases. Conflict with this bacterium has a high prevalence among patients and healthy people in the community (46, 51, 52).

**Conclusion**

By the present, nine microbiologists have been awarded the Nobel Prize in the field of medical Bacteriology. Therefore, more knowledge about the relationships between bacteria and their host (humans), make it possible to control and treat infectious diseases or returning ones. Nobel prizes are very valuable, but more valuable are those who have won the Nobel Prize. Nobel winners are thinkers who have dedicated their lives to revealing the secrets of human life. They have contributed to the promotion of collective intelligence, and some of them have transformed human life with their studies. Nowadays, joint works with different disciplines have increased global collaborative efforts in scientific studies.

When most significant work is the result of collaborative research, limit the price to a maximum of three people at a time is undoubtedly the main source of controversy over the Nobel Prize. A simple solution to this problem would remove the restriction on the number of people who could receive the award. It will be a wise solution to recognize all those who contributed to scientific work. Such a change in the Nobel Prize awarding may attribute to the organization, institution, etc. To reduce the negative impact of competition among scientists and encouraging collaboration, it is better to award the prize to all of the teamwork in a planned discipline. Also, we propose to encouraging learning, condemning laziness, cherishing researcher, rejecting imitation and emphasizing science.

Almost all of the scientists awarded the Nobel prize in the field of bacteriology belong to the first and mid decades of the 20th century. The only case in the 21st century was acquired by Marshall and Warren for discovering of
Helicobacter pylori in the year 2005. It seems it is needed to have some outstanding works to acquire Nobel Prize in the basic and medical bacteriology.
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